GAR Sure Fire

Primary Al Sire

AAA 17328461

- The premier Calving Ease and carcass bull in the beef business today.
- SURE FIRE defines maternal like a good bull should. He's high for DOC, HP, CEM, sires the right-size in terms of frame and he stamps his daughters with superb udders.
- With nearly 150 actual carcass records and top 1 percent Marbling, expect quality grade premiums!
Baldridge Marksman

Secondary AI Sire

AAA 18802519

- Quite possibly the most complete son of Baldridge Isabel Y69
- MARKSMAN offers a very balanced, no holes EPD profile that fits many mating applications.
- In the elite 1 percent of the Angus breed for Docility as well as excelling in Marbling, Ribeye, and $Weaning.
- He is a multi-purpose sire that is the complete package including excellent structure and phenotype with sound feet and a masculine herd bull look.

Pedigree
Connealy Consensus 7229
Mill Bar Hickok 7242
Mill Bar Remindful Maid 6304
Styles Upgrade J59
Baldridge Isabel Y69
Baldridge Isabel T935
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